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ABSTRACT

Phase-tracking discontinuities produced by switching transients in the usual Master/Slave
telemetry diversity combiners under deep-fade conditions, can create data loss in modern,
phase-modulated telemetry systems. This paper presents an innovative, dual-channel
diversity combining system that overcomes this deficiency, has improved phase noise
performance, and maintains full optimal ratio combining for PM, FM, and PSK modulated
PCM telemetry. This is accomplished by a symmetric architecture that does not rely on
either of the two input channels as a master reference to which the other is phase locked.
The new design has the added advantage that the phase noise of a weak master channel is
not superimposed on a stronger slave channel.

INTRODUCTION

The use of space and polarization diversity reception systems to improve the signal-to-
noise performance of telemetry links has been well established since the early 1960’s (1).
These systems help overcome the signal propagation effects, such as multipath and
atmospheric turbulence, that tend to deoptimize reception and cause signal fades in a
single reception channel (2). The combining is accomplished in most current dual-channel
diversity combiners by establishing one of the reception channels as a Master reference to
which the other channel is phase locked. The signals are then weighted by their relative
signal strengths and added coherently before demodulation. A typical dual-channel
combiner diagram is given in Figure 1. It is often the case, particularly for spinning
spacecraft, that both channels undergo rapid, periodic, non-synchronous, deep signal
fades. Under these circumstances, the combiner may lose phase lock temporarily when the
Master channel experiences a deep fade. For PCM/FM data systems this will not usually
cause a loss of data, assuming the channels are properly weighted. The situation is much



more serious, however, for phase-modulated data links since a discontinuity in phase is
likely to occur as the Master channel fades in and out of lock, causing data loss. A more
subtle deficiency in the design of Figure 1 is that since the Master channel provides the
phase reference, the phase noise of a weaker Master will be superimposed on a stronger
Slave channel resulting in non-optimum combining.

Figure 1. Standard Combiner System

This paper presents a new diversity combiner architecture that was developed to
specifically address the requirements of phase-modulated telemetry links, and also provide
improved performance for PCM/FM data links over present combiners.

DESIGN CONCEPT

The patented design is symmetrical in that each channel is treated identically, eliminating
the Master/Slave concept and its associated phase switching transients. A conceptual
diagram of the combiner system is given in Figure 2. The unit provides both pre-detection
IF combining and simultaneous post-detection video combining. Optimal ratio AM/AGC
weighting is implemented for wide bandwidth response to fast fade conditions (2).

A comparison with the diagram in Figure 1 points out several obvious advantages to the
symmetrical design. There is a significant decrease in complexity and component count
and a corresponding increase in reliability. Only a single demodulator is required, rather
than a minimum of two, and it operates on the optimized IF signal continuously and in real
time. Only two VCOs are required compared to three. No upconversion stage is necessary,
eliminating an entire LO, mixer, and filter/amp section, as well as the associated down-
conversion stage. These two frequency conversions of the IF input prior to combining can
degrade significantly the final phase-noise performance and spurious signal content.



Figure 2. Improved Combiner Systems

Automatic Phase/Frequency Control

Coherency in the two channels is achieved by implementing a dual loop phase-locked
loop. An inner “differential-model’ loop is closed about phase detector “A” which
monitors the difference in phase and frequency between the two input receiver IF signals.
This phase error is created by phase differences in downconverters, cable lengths, VCO
variances, and differential Doppler effects of the source, such as in spinning satellites with
multiple antennas. The differential error is split and applied to the channel-1 and channel-2
VCOs with opposite polarity. The VCXOs provide the respective receiver’s second LO
for generation of the 20 MHz final IF. This causes the two channels to be driven in
opposite directions toward a common frequency equally, rather than forcing a Slave
channel to follow a Master channel. An outer “common-mode” loop is then closed using
an AFC or APC signal derived from a demodulator working on the combined/improved IF
signal. The common-mode error signal is then summed with the differential mode errors to
control the VCOs. The common-mode loop keeps the receiver IF signals centered in the
filter passband and provides the tracking of frequency shifts that are common to both
channels such as orbital Doppler.

The gain characteristics of the differential loop are selectable and tied to the loop
bandwidths selected for the common mode in the demodulator. The loop contains an
integration to maintain zero-static differential error. Since the optimal ratio signal
weighting is applied prior to the phase detectors and the combining is continuously
applied, the phase-noise contribution of a weak channel is attenuated automatically. As
one channel fades rapidly in strength, the gradient of the differential detector, hence the
loop band-width, will decrease, deemphasizing the effect of the fading channel noise.       
The common-mode loop maintains constant bandwidth throughout the fade since it is



operating with the combined, normalized IF signal throughout. The normalized,
differential-mode phase detector gradient is given by the formula:

Kd - [2/ (S1 / S2 + S2 / Sl)] (1)2

where:
S1 is the signal strength of channel-1

S2 is the signal strength of channel-2.

AM/AGC Weighting

It has been previously established that optimal combining occurs when each signal is
weighted, before combining, by a measure of its own instantaneous signal-to-noise ratio
(1), (3). Once weighted, the signals can be added coherently to maximize the combined
signal-to-noise ratio. Each receiver provides a narrow-bandwidth average measure of its
signal-to-noise to the combiner via an AGC bus. The diversity combiner provides
wideband AM detectors and log amplifiers on each input channel to augment the receiver
AGC input for fast fade conditions. The augmented S/N output of each channel is then
compared in a differential amplifier to produce a weighting control signal proportional to
the logarithm of the ratio of signal-to-noise between the two channels. The control signals
are applied to variable gain IF amplifiers on each channel to perform the final weighting
function. Since the combined IF must maintain a normalized level of -10 dBm, an internal
common-mode AGC loop is implemented on the final combined IF signal.

The weighting control signals are also applied to similar video combining amplifiers to
achieve post-detection combining of video signals from the two receiver channels.

AUXILIARY FUNCTIONS

All controls for the combiner are executed via an internal micro-processor control module.
Front-panel operator controls and displays are provided by an integrated keypad and LCD
screen in a simple interactive manner. Full instantaneous control and monitoring of the
unit’s complete status, including digitized frequency offsets and signal levels, are provided
on the LCD display and remotely via industry standard RS-232C and IEEE-488 interfaces.
A front-panel view of the Series 934-2 Diversity Combiner is given in Figure 3.



Figure 3. Series 934-2 Diversity Combiner

PERFORMANCE RESULTS

Tests on the symmetric diversity combiner have been performed for phase-modulated
(BPSK) telemetry format signals as well as PCM/FM format signals. The improvement in
S/N as measured by Bit Error Rate (BER) has been measured for both static and dynamic
channel fade conditions. The test instrumentation arrangement is shown in Figure 4. An RF
telemetry signal is generated using a clock generator at the bit rate under test, a PCM data
generator, and an RF signal generator with appropriate modulation. This RF signal is split
into two paths to simulate the various fade and frequency shift effects experienced on the
two diversity paths. Static and dynamic fade effects are produced by the manipulation of
two programmable attenuators under the control of a personal computer. For the dynamic
tests, programs were used that simulate the deep-fade symptoms of a polarization diversity
system confronted with a spinning satellite having multiple transmit antennas on its
circumference of alternating polarization. Differential Doppler shift was simulated with a
function generator frequency modulating two signal generators 180 degrees out-of-phase.
The generators were applied as LOs to mix with the telemetry signals to produce the
desired final RF signals applied to the reception system under test. Tests compared the
combined performance to the performance of the best channel in all cases to arrive at an
improvement factor.



Figure 4. Test Configuration

BPSK TESTING

Static tests compared the BER versus E /N  curves for a single channel to those generatedb o

with the combining system. For these tests the amplitude and frequency modulation was
not activated. One channel was held at an E /N  of 8 dB while the other channel wasb o

adjusted over a range of E /N  values and compared to the theoretical maximumb o

improvement. Tests were run at bit rates between 32 kbps and 8 mbps. Figure 5 presents a
typical comparison showing the improvement relative to theoretical maximum. For all
cases, the improvement levels were within 0.5 dB of theory.

Figure 5. Static Improvement



Dynamic tests were executed with BPSK NRZ-L and NRZ-M data at an initial E /N  ofb o

14 dB and with 30 dB fade depths for spin modulation. Spin rates from 5 to 30 rpm were
simulated with the appropriate differential Doppler applied. The spin simulator assumed
each of the two channels would undergo the same fade conditions, but 180 degrees out-of-
phase. Figure 6 illustrates the two-channel fade modulation produced by the simulator for a
5.5 rpm spin rate. The deep-fade points fall below the system noise level causing deviation
from the optimal combining situation. The combiner senses this condition and essentially
eliminates the faded channel contribution, preventing the unnecessary addition of idle
channel noise to the combined signal. Coherent combination is established again as the
faded channel emerges above the noise floor and differential-mode lock is established. The
telemetry signal generator was AM modulated in addition with a 20% modulation depth at
20 kHz to simulate possible ranging tones. Both pre-detection (IF) and post-detection
(video) combining were tested. The test results verify that BER performance of the
combined signal is consistent with the optimal ratio formula when the E /N  separation ofb o

the channels is less than 10 dB, and the strong channel performance is not degraded in any
situation by a very weak channel approaching the system noise floor.

Figure 6. Simulated SLD T/M Pattern



The bandwidth of the dynamic combiner response was measured using the test procedure
given in IRIG 118-79 (4). This involved the application of sinusoidal AM modulation of
the two input channels while observing the BER of the combined signal. The modulating
AM frequency was adjusted between 0.1 Hz and 50 kHz to generate the combiner’s
frequency response. Figure 7 presents the results of this testing that verifies the more than
25 kHz bandwidth performance.

Figure 7. Combiner Bandwidth

PCM/FM TESTING

PCM/FM signal-testing results indicate the same type of optimal ratio enhancement as was
achieved with the BPSK modulated signals.  This is demonstrated in the results presented
in Figure 8 for PCM/FM data at 1.0 Mbps and deviation of 1 MHz.

CONCLUSION

The performance results indicate that the design goal of producing a superior diversity
combiner appropriate for both phase-modulated and frequency-modulated telemetry
formats has been achieved. Tests with BPSK modulated signals indicate that BER
improvement over non-combined performance is within 0.5 dB of theory for both static-
and dynamic-simulated, spinning-satellite, deep-fade conditions. Measurements of
dynamic combiner performance for fast-fade situations show that combining bandwidth
exceeds 25 kHz. Phase noise contribution of the combiner relative to the best-channel
phase noise is negligible.



Figure 8. Static Improvement
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